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ARTICLE

Impact of the Israeli military activities on the environment
Mazin B. Qumsiyeh

Palestine Institute for Biodiversity and Sustainability, Bethlehem University, Bethlehem, Palestine

ABSTRACT
Many conflicts in Western Asia over the past 75 years left devasta-
tion and refugees and the last war on the Gaza Strip is a good 
example. Our interests as environmentalists are the effects of con-
flict (including active conflict, pre-conflict activities, and post- 
conflict impact). Here, we review the impacts on the Palestinian 
environment of activities since 1948 (establishment of the state of 
Israel): pre-conflict (such as training sites, military bases, military 
installation), during conflicts (use of different munitions, pollution, 
altering habitats), and post-conflicts (unexploded munitions, 
ground water pollution, devastated landscape). The data show 
significant environmental damage that operates short-term and 
long-term. More more studies are needed and encouraged, but 
the data do suggest that environment and human health impacts 
need to be highlighted in public discourse and remedial actions 
must be taken in protracted conflict situations like the Palestine/ 
Israel conflict.

KEYWORDS 
Gaza Strip; Palestine; conflict 
resolution; sustainability; war

Introduction

Direct conflict and its attendant use of modern weapons, pre-conflict military 
activities (preparation for wars), and post-conflict situation (like scarred landscape 
or left-over munitions) negatively and severely affect biodiversity and ecosystems 
[1–5]. Studies to measure effects of such activities in each case are required for 
proper response and management: effects can be heterogeneous and influenced by 
many factors including geography and degree and nature of use of weapons whether 
in training or in direct combat [6–8]. A number of conflicts afflicted historic 
Palestine starting with the 1948 war that created the state of Israel and in many 
cases these conflicts were driven by geopolitics and even spread regionally. Yet, 
there is scant information about the environmental impact of military activities 
during active conflicts (and there were several wars in the 75 years) as well as 
between active flare-ups. Some papers discuss the impact of things like Israeli 
settlement and urbanisation [9,10], the apartheid wall on biodiversity [11], the 
exploitation of natural resources [12], and Israeli industrial settlements including 
military industries [13]. But, these studies are limited and no study reviewed the full 
spectrum of impacts caused over the past 75 years [14,15]. Considering the level of 
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military activities in our region since 1948, we explore here aspects of conflict 
relating to the environment in a more comprehensive way. We consider ‘prepara-
tions for war’, ‘violent conflict’, and ‘post-war activities’ as all related to armed 
conflict [4]. We also must consider the value of these studies in shaping public 
discourse relating to conservation of the environment.

History of military activities in our region

When the Zionist project was started in the late 19th century, the founders knew that their 
activities cannot take place by peaceful means. Early Zionist colonial settlements devel-
oped militias especially in the 1920s, under British control after WWII. Since 1948, the 
nascent state of Israel became one of the most militarised societies on earth and engaged 
in at least a dozen active conflicts [16–21]. In the 1920s, Zionist militias like the Haganah, 
Stern Gang, and Irgun were established and acquired arms. In the 1930s, these groups 
engaged in attacks both on local Palestinians and later against British forces in Palestine. 
The Palestinian natives also developed militias during the 1936–1939 uprising against the 
British occupation and mandate. The British used collective punishment including 
bombing Palestinian villages and cities where resistance happened. Yet, all the activities 
prior to 1948 pale compared to what happened after and in the past 75 years.

The campaign of 1948 (called War of Independence by Israel and the Nakba or 
Catastrophe by the Palestinians) entailed removal of over 530 villages and towns to 
make space for the new Jewish state. Millions of Jews then flocked to the state [22]. Over 
these 75 years, some 8 million Palestinian refugees were created especially during periods 
of increased conflicts. Wars and conflicts flared up in 1956 (Israel’s invasion of Sinai and 
Gaza), in 1967 (Israel’s occupation of the West Bank, Gaza, Sinai, and the Golan), in 1973 
(Egypt and Syria try to reclaim their lands from Israel), in 1982 (invasion and subsequent 
occupation of South Lebanon), in 1987–1991 (first major Palestinian uprising or 
Intifada), in 2000–2005 (second uprising), in 2006 (Israel’s attack on Lebanon). Gaza 
was subjected to a program of de-development for decades rendering the coastal strip 
very vulnerable to environmental damage [23]. There were four conflicts centred on Gaza 
after 2006: 2008/2009, 2014, 2020, 2021, and the current one that started 7 October 2023. 
The last attack was by far the bloodiest because as of this writing date (7 December 2023), 
1200 Israelis (Soldiers and Civilians) and 21,000 Palestinian civilians and an unknown 
number of resistance fighters were killed and some 1.9 million Palestinians became 
homeless (https://www.ochaopt.org/).

Israeli society is highly militarised from its inception 75 years ago where it remained in 
a state of emergency and no prospects for peace. But it also has one other unique feature 
and that is that the military is not merely to defend the state but is also to engage in the 
state’s colonial activities, land acquisitions and expansion at the expense of the local 
Palestinians [24–27]. Israel is in the top 10 countries in military expenditures, and this is 
directly related to CO2 emissions in those 10 countries [28,29]. Thus, it is really ‘Guns 
versus Climate’ as pointed out for OECD countries including Israel [30]. As shown 
above, Israeli military activities both before, during, and after conflicts have resulted in 
significant and lasting degradation of the local environment throughout historic 
Palestine. The results are felt on the ground in many areas. For example, roughly 
a third of the plant species in the West Bank are now rare or threatened [31].
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Pre-conflict military activities

Israel is built via settlement on both the 1948 areas and the 1967 occupied areas replacing 
Palestinians and open areas with urbanised residential, industrial, or agricultural settle-
ments [32,33]. This has required a robust military that is now ranked fifth strongest army 
globally. Sustaining the army and engaging in many wars (see section above) entailed 
preparing a robust infrastructure related to a military industrial complex. For example, 
the military industrial facility Taas Haagen operated near Tel Aviv on an area of 44,000  
m2 and produced significant levels of pollution including with Trichloroethane and 
heavy metals [34]. There was also the early development of nuclear facilities centred 
at Dimona with French and (Apartheid) South African help that resulted in an estimated 
200–300 nuclear weapons [35–38]. The Dimona plant is close to Hebron beyond the 
green line, and there are suspicions of increased cancer rates in the area owing to drift in 
polluting material [39]. There is also impact on workers in the nuclear industry [40].

Where the local Palestinians are still present, they are restricted to enclosed areas and 
their infrastructure remains outdated but new infrastructure (road, bridges, railway) is 
built connecting new Jewish settlements. This infrastructure is militarised in the sense 
that it segregates the local Palestinians (considered hostile) from the new Israeli devel-
opment. This creates redundancy and much damage to the environment by altering 
landscape and impacting biodiversity [41–43].

Inside the occupied West Bank, Israel has established 151 colonial settlements, 150 
settlement outposts, 210 military bases, and 144 classified as other restricted sites such as 
industrial zones, closed military zones, and ‘nature reserves’ that restrict local people and 
damage the environment [44–46]. Two-thirds of the nature sites in Area C were simul-
taneously declared military firing zones [47,48]. In recent studies, it is shown that half of 
the so-called ‘nature reserves’ set-up by Israel in the West Bank are designated for 
military and colonial settlement use [46,49]. The impact of the military bases built all 
over historic Palestine is associated both with the building/infrastructure and with the 
actual operations which impact wildlife (biodiversity) for example on movement of large 
animals. Israel has a very large military aircraft fleet composed of a minimum of 251 
attack jets of the US F-class, over 330 support jets, 128 helicopters, and 15 transport 
planes [50].

When not in direct combat, these consume a large amount of fuel producing green-
house gas emissions. When in combat like the recent attacks on Gaza strip with over 
110,000 bombing sorties over 6 weeks, the impact on the environment is incalculable. 
More than 70% of residential buildings have been destroyed and half the aerial bombs 
used are non-targeted and cause wide damage [51]. The same can be said of the 2500 
tanks and 5000 armoured personnel carriers [52] A third of them were used in the 
October-November attacks on Gaza. Military training sites also produce large amounts of 
lead and other heavy metals which contaminate soil and water and negatively impact 
biodiversity [53].

The first military order given by the state of Israel at the conclusion of the so-called 
Six-Day War was military order number 92 on 7 June 1967 regarding the issue of water in 
the occupied territories, giving exclusive military authority over all water sources, and 
even controlling rainwater harvesting. This sequestering of water for military and 
colonial settlement activities had a very negative impact on the environment and on 
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viability of the local Palestinian population. Israeli authorities have used walls and fences 
and other barriers around Palestinian communities as a form of land grab and annexa-
tion [54]. Israel says these are for security. Palestinians reply that they are for annexation 
of land and to make their lives so difficult that they leave.

In either case, they all disrupt the contiguity of natural water flow of streams and 
springs and this affects local flora and fauna [11,55]. The Wall caused changes and 
damage to the local environment endangering many local animal species. Disruption of 
the natural habitat for many wild species has affected population size and prevented 
normal movement of wildlife including being trapped by the electric fences [56]. The wall 
also damages agrobiodiversity [57]. And for large mammals, such as Hyenas with large 
foraging areas, the wall has restricted movement in ways that has reduced the availability 
of food as well as impact on overall biodiversity [58].

The restrictions on movement imposed on the Palestinian people by the wall and 
checkpoints, severely limit their ability to protect rich biodiversity areas [59,60]. Aside 
from the detrimental ecological footprint of the wall (Figure 1), fertile Palestinian lands 
behind the wall are now no longer accessible to Palestinians. The uprooting of trees to 
construct the wall led to negative impacts on the hydrology of watersheds and shifted the 
morphology of the water flow, leading to further erosion of land [61]. 

The Israeli declaration of firing zones in the West Bank in 1980 has also an impact on 
biodiversity. Firing zones in the Jordan valley and the Eastern slopes impact wildlife like 
wolves, gazelles, hyenas, and other species which abandon the highly disturbed areas 
(shelling and shooting). We directly observed that visually. This has a severe impact on 
the biodiversity and the environment. Firing zone 918 was declared in the South Hebron 
Hills in the 1980s overlapping an areas declared earlier as a ‘nature reserve’ and this 
required removal of hundreds of Palestinian residents of the area [62–64] (Figure 2). The 
remaining shepherding community is harassed and ordered to move out, but military 
training proceeds destroying the environment and leaving military material (Figure 3). Al 

Figure 1. A section of the wall (creative Commons).
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Kuweiyis protected area is located within the borders of the governorate of Hebron and 
covers an area of 12.69 km2. This is a transition zone between the Irano-Turanian and the 
Saharo-Arabian zones and has a very rich fauna and flora biodiversity. The community of 
shepherds also engage in simple farming of wheat and barley and some olives and 
almonds at edges of wadis. In May 2022, the Israeli high court authorised the Israeli 
military to expel the Palestinian residents of Masafer Yatta as both a nature reserve and 
a firing zone [65,66]. 

Activities during conflict

Globally warfare leaves craters, damaged terrain, shrapnel, and contamination [67,68]. 
The initial environmental impact assessment of the last Gaza war (2014) was assessed and 
showed significant damage/degradation [69]. But this war in 2023 and even in the first 
two months was at least many times worse. For example, the 2014 conflict lasted 51 days 
and Israel said they used 20,000 tons of explosives. Israel dropped 89,000 tons from 

Figure 2. Firing zone 918 in Masafer Yatta (B’Tselem).
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7 October to 31 December 2023 [51]. This is bound to have an impact on the biodiversity. 
Further, many new types of bombs were used including the most advanced US made 
bombs that have higher destructive capacity per kg than the older ones. A recent study 
showed that most of the munitions Israel is using to bomb buildings in the Gaza Strip are 
US supplied ‘Mark 80’ aerial bombs ranging from those containing 907 kg ones with 429  
kg explosives (Mk84) to those carrying 89 kg of explosive material (Mk82) and GBU-39 
small diameter bombs [70]. Most have been fitted with GPS guidance systems. Although 
Israel has more precision bombs that could even destroy one apartment in a multi-story 
building, it has chosen to engage in more destruction of whole buildings. Over 1000 
families were affected (multiple members of the same family killed) according to the 
Palestinian Red Crescent Society. With 70% of buildings in north Gaza damaged, the 
Financial Times reported that ‘Military analysts say the destruction in northern Gaza in 
less than seven weeks has approached that by the years long carpet bombing of German 
cities during the second world war’ [70]. The impact of this last Israeli attack on the Gaza 
Strip can be summarised as follows:

Solid waste and air pollution

Using ordnance with depleted uranium, high impact explosives, and incendiary bombs 
including white phosphorous leaves significant environmental degradation and impacts 
soil, air, and water. Israel also targeted and sank dozens of fishing boats in the harbour 
creating significant underwater solid waste pollution. Further solid waste accumulated 
over the first two months of the attack with no possibility of removing these from the 
streets (safety issues and Israel’s embargo on fuel). This accumulation has created 
a significant environmental hazard. This is compounded by the debris from 46,000 

Figure 3. Military left-overs in Jenba area from firing zone 918.
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residential buildings and thousands of other buildings (universities, hospitals, schools) 
bombed by Israeli forces. This huge amount of pulverised concrete, steel, and rock has 
created a major issue of safe disposal.

But the bombing also affected cars, trees, agricultural areas and much more. More 
than two thirds of the infrastructure, 70%, serving 2.3 million people, was levelled. This 
debris also includes hazardous waste including unexploded ordnance, depleted uranium 
containing shrapnel, cluster bomb munitions, flechette shells, fuel-air bombs (which 
explode twice, including after impact), white phosphorous and Dense Inert Metal 
Explosives (DIME bombs). All have either been shown to damage the environment or 
studies have not been done on their impact. For example, we do know that depleted 
uranium has toxic effects [71–73].

White phosphorous has been used extensively in Gaza in the last three wars but 
especially in late 2023 with the US supplying these bombs. The use in civilian areas was 
condemned by human rights organisations including Amnesty International [74] and 
Human Rights Watch [75]. In south Lebanon, since 7 October white phosphorus has 
destroyed over 4.5 million square metres of forest [76]. White phosphorus is highly toxic 
to the environment in addition to its production of fires and its direct impact on human 
beings [77,78]. The environmental damage in Gaza from the dropped ordinance was 
huge and some of it may be irreversible [79].

Noise pollution

As bombs were being dropped on average of one every 10 minutes in Gaza Strip (a very 
small area of 360 square km), noise pollution was very high during the study period of 
two months. Noise pollution from continuous drone and jet flights, rockets, bombard-
ment from tanks and ships, and other military activities was noted to result in more than 
double the allowable limit (and the allowable limit is for short periods not for months as 
in this case) [69]. There is a need for more studies like that of Zuriel et al. [80] on the 
impact of submarine and other noise on marine mammals like Dolphins [81].

Water and wastewater sector

Most of the water and wastewater services were damaged causing rise in the level of 
pollution and the depletion of groundwater sources. Damages and destruction of water 
and sanitation networks caused leakage to streets and soil and into the sea in the western 
areas. Seawater was already polluted from the last war and with the Israeli navy activity 
and the bombing of seashore areas in this war, the situation has only become much 
worse. Israeli forces have also targeted sewage treatment facilities for example during 
their attack in the 2008/2009 conflict where over 100,000 m3 were spilled on an area of 
55,000 sq metres [44]. In the 2023 conflict, the damage to water and wastewater infra-
structure was near total. All wastewater treatment facilities were closed or damaged since 
late October 2023 resulting in over 130,000 cubic metres of sewage going to the 
Mediterranean. The situation got worse since the ground invasion and relocation of 
over 1.5 million people to a mere 5% of the Gaza Strip. No facilities exist to accommodate 
them. The human waste and the dead bodies have already caused spread of intestinal and 
skin disease among hundreds of thousands per the World Health Organization. Further, 
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Israel is pumping seawater to flood the resistance tunnels in Gaza. This will pollute the 
underground water aquifer with salt and in many areas will cause collapse above it. All of 
this is bound to affect the environment/biodiversity.

Soil erosion and destruction

Israel used massive, specially built, D9 Caterpillar bulldozers to bulldoze large areas of 
wild areas, agricultural areas and residential areas in an attempt to expose tunnels that the 
resistance fighters hide in and also to destroy means of life and force the population out. 
Thus, 1.8 million people were driven out in the first two months. Soil erosion is highly 
damaging to the environment around urban infrastructure and can impact biodiversity 
in the agricultural fields of the Gaza Strip.

Considering the fragile coastal areas with many endangered species, the damage 
together with resultant removal of plant cover causes significant ecosystem damage. 
We did not discuss above also the synergistic effects and impact of wars on climate 
change [30] nor the impact of arms industrial production for export [82].

Post-conflict damage

There is a huge amount of unexploded ordnance left after training exercises and after 
conflict. There are also unknown amounts of land mines scattered all along the area 
especially in environmentally critical areas like the Jordan Valley [44,83]. The 2006 Israeli 
war on Lebanon had significant impact on the environment on both sides of the border 
including air pollution, coastal pollution, forest fires, and altered natural landscape [84– 
88]. As water and sanitation systems were targeted, there is significant risk of human 
disease and other environmental and psychological damage to local residents [89]. Data 
are also available on significant socio-economic impact [90]. Other studies documented 
the conflict-related damage to groundwater [91,92]. This rendered groundwater damage 
irreparable by 2020 [93]. For a post-conflict scenario, there must be decolonisation and 
reversal of the trends including the exploitation of natural resources in destructive ways 
associated with this colonial conflict including the reduction of biodiversity 
[12,25,94–97].

Discussion

The status of the Palestinian environment is catastrophic [98] and this is directly related 
to decades of occupation and colonisation [42,55,99]. As early as 1950 Ives warned of 
future deterioration of the Palestinian environment. Although more studies are needed, 
the material gathered here gives a glimpse of one part of the problem: military activities. 
There are many research gaps in the field of understanding the effect of military activity 
on the environment because of the stochastic and unpredictable nature of such conflict 
and limitation of access to what becomes closed military zones during conflict [5]. 
Significant additional studies are needed here. For example, we wonder what the impact 
of the recent wars on Gaza on the coastal bird communities. There have been studies of 
coastal birds in Saudi Arabia and Kuwait after the Gulf war [100].
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A key principle of international humanitarian law is that military occupation is 
temporary and that the occupying belligerent state must safeguard the lives, liveli-
hoods, and natural resources, among others, that belong to the people of the area 
occupied [94,101–106]. Developing countries are disadvantaged because of their few 
economic resources; there is a direct correlation between the GDP of a country and 
level of environmental interest [107]. The GDP of Palestinians is 1/8th of Israel’s, 
although these figures heavily fluctuate during cyclical uprisings against the occupa-
tion [108].

Al-Haq [97] reviewed three cases that could be of use in litigation on environmental 
justice issues

(1) Kuwait–Iraq litigation: UK Courts accepted adjudication for entities harmed by 
the UK, even if the harm was done extraterritorially

(2) Shell-Nigeria Insurance case: Again, UK courts based on international law adju-
dicated a case where both the harming entity and the harmed were extraterritorial

(3) Applying article 6 of the European Convention on Human Rights: The European 
Commission of Human Rights also supported possibilities of invoking the article 
for extraterritorial litigation.

Gordon [109] showed that some Israeli communities resisted the presence of 
military bases or activities in their areas mostly in the form of ‘not in my backyard’ 
objections, not in the generalities of resisting militarism. But such resistance by 
a disfranchised Palestinian community is nearly impossible [27]. There are many 
other issues where the occupation can affect sustainable development and protec-
tion of the environment [41,110]. For example, Israel tries to destroy the livelihoods 
of semi-nomadic Bedouins using a mesh of ‘nature protection’ and military zoning 
[27,111].

Conclusions

There is a body of international environmental law, human rights law, laws of armed 
conflict, and other international legal instruments that show state responsibility to 
mitigate and even avoid doing environmental damage during conflicts [112–114]. The 
prolonged occupation does not mitigate state responsibility under international law 
[115]. The International Court of Justice ruled in 2004 that the segregation wall and 
settlements violate International law and should be dismantled and remedial actions 
taken [116]. Militarized colonisation and nature conservation are not compatible 
[117,118]. Indeed, working to demilitarise becomes part of the environmental justice 
campaign [119]. The recent war on the Gaza Strip is a case study of illegality [120] and 
arguably of environmental catastrophe. The limited data reviewed above tell us that 1) 
there is significant and long-term environmental and biodiversity impact from the 
numerous conflicts since the creation of Israel in 1948, 2) that more studies are needed 
(difficult but essential to do in situations of conflict and lack of available classified 
resources), and 3) there is a need for environment and human health impacts to be 
highlighted in public discourse and remedial actions and projects to be undertaken.
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